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POSTER PROGRAM SYNOPSIS
This presentation is a single case study over a three year period that explores the successful consistent and compliant use of a Behind
The Ear (BTE)-based Altered Auditory Feedback (AAF) device that uses Delayed Auditory Feedback (DAF) and Frequency Altered Feedback (FAF)
technology to improve fluency and overall communication for an adult male with Down Syndrome and moderate mental retardation. Trial results
demonstrated improved overall fluency and reduced secondary behaviors. Unexpected results revealed improved articulation and concentration,
increased MLU and changes in complexity of interaction style. These data provide a basis for consideration of this technology as a viable
“augmentative communication” tool for this population.
Down Syndrome is a developmental disability where a person is born with 47 chromosomes, not 46. The extra chromosome is usually on
Trisomy 21. People with Down Syndrome present with a mosaic of receptive and expressive communication disorders. In 1997 stuttering was
formally identified as a characteristic of Down Syndrome when Shprintzen compiled data on 334 syndromes, classifying each by their major features,
primary etiology, production, resonance, voice, language and hearing. Prior to Shprintzen, there were differing opinions regarding the true nature of
the multifaceted communication impairment as seen in Down Syndrome (Van Borsal and Tetnowki 2007.) Treatment for this population is poorly
researched, leaving the SLP to rely on best practice principles as implemented in the general population.
The consumer in this case study is a 28.3-year-old Caucasian male with a medical diagnosis of Down Syndrome along Trisomy 21. His
cognitive function is measured at the moderate mental retardation level. His receptive language skills are considered functional for home, day,
community and recreational environments. He is considered a verbal communicator; with mild-moderate deficits impeded by fluency and articulation
problems. His articulation errors include tongue thrusting for th, lateralization of s and z, and a deep cupped tongue resulting in distortion of sh and
ch. His stuttering severity is considered to be moderate. Presenting core behaviors are blocks, multiple repetitions and prolongations. Secondary
behaviors are eye-blinking, stiffening of body and squeezing of hands. Avoidance behaviors include non-speech and poor eye-contact.
In 2005, this consumer was recommended for a Speech -Language evaluation to improve his overall communicative function. Following a
full Speech-Language evaluation by an AAC/SLP, the consumer was treated using articulation, language and fluency-enhancing techniques. After
several months of therapy, however, fluency levels had plateaued with the traditional protocol and a collaborative discussion occurred with the
consumer’s circle-of-support regarding the possibility of using AAF technology as an augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) tool to
improve his fluency. Consultation with the BRS/FD PhD-SLP about this technology was initiated to establish collaboration and to promote a more
positive outcome.
Evaluation of the AAF technology whereby the consumer, his family, and the AAC/SLP paired with the BRS/ FD PHD-SLP, occurred in
May of 2005. Preliminary results ((pre/post device measures on the SSI 3 (Riley, 1994) and a 10 point Severity Rating scale, along with his mother
completing the Perceptions of Stuttering Inventory (PSI) (Woolf, 1967)) indicated that the consumer was a viable candidate for this technology. His
family also evaluated a tape of the session independently, at home, to assist in their decision to commit to an augmentative device and a sixty day
trial period. Choice of ear selected (the right) was determined by audiological results which demonstrated a mild hearing loss in the right ear, leaving
the better ear “open” to the communication partner and for telephone use.

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION RESULTS
In September 2005, the consumer was fitted with the device. The family and the consumer’s circle-of-support again observed improved
fluency.(from “moderate” to “mild” severity ratings). Over a three-year period, the consumer’s fluency maintained an overall severity rating of mild. A
number of additional benefits were noticed by the family and the consumer’s circle-of-support which have been objectively documented through
language sample evaluations. These benefits include but are not limited to: improved attention/comprehension of topic, improved articulation/clarity
of speech, increased MLU, reduced pharyngeal fricative breathing, and increased complexity of conversational speech. In particular, what makes
the use of this technology special is that it not only improved fluency but it also acted as a form of AAC and created the bridge for this consumer to
be more articulate and communicative in a variety of environments.
There is a plethora of research regarding the etiology and remedy for people with stuttering issues. The research on AAF technology for the typically
developing population has been available in the area of fluency for approximately 50 years (Kalinowski, Saltuklaroglu et al (2006), Lincoln & Walker

(2007.)) There is very little research on the etiology and remedy of stuttering for the Down Syndrome population. In this case study, there was
extensive research, discussion and collaboration with all invested parties regarding the abilities of the consumer and the pros and cons of introducing
this type of technology into his world before any intervention was considered. It was of paramount importance that trialing this type of technology
needed to be conducted by a fluency expert who was comfortable working with this population in a collaborative manner. The data reflects both
subjectively and objectively that the consumer shifted from demonstrating a moderate stutter to a mild stutter with device augmentation. Unexpected
benefits for this consumer were many. Most notably, not only did the quality of his dialogue change from being disconnected and hard to follow to
being dynamic and interactive, but all of his avoidance behaviors also ceased.
These results indicate that this kind of device could be a viable augmentative tool for adults with Down Syndrome who function at this consumer’s
cognitive level. Consideration of AAF technology as a form of AAC creates a novel opportunity to explore the use of this support tool with a
variety of communication impairments and the positive effects that it may have on the user. Further research is warranted.
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